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until the Dawes Beport was published. Thus I shall regard
the reparation receivers as producers of cloth and the repara-
tion payers as producers of linen, and I shall take the annual
reparation levy to consist in R units of cloth — an amount
which is assumed to fall within the limits of what is feasible.
§ 6. If apart from the reparation levy the reparations-
paying country had no foreign dealings, the reparations-
receiving country would obtain annually for nothing the
amount of linen needed to purchase there the R units of
cloth that had to be handed over to its government ; and
nothing else would happen. But, if, apart from reparations,
some linen was being traded privately against cloth, the im-
position of a reparation levy would, in general, cause the
quantity of linen imports on private account and the rates
of interchange between linen and cloth, that is to say the
terms of trade, to be different from what they were before.
I propose in this chapter to examine the way in which the
imposition of an annual reparation levy affects this ratio of
interchange.
§ 7. It is important to be clear what this phrase is here
used to mean. It means the quantity of cloth — produce of
the reparation receivers — which purchases a unit of linen —
produce of the reparation payers — in the market. This, if
there are no reparations, is equal to the total quantity of
cloth exported by the reparations-receiving country, say
X, divided by the total quantity of linen imported by it,
say Y. But, when there are reparations, and in consequence
X is changed to (X + AX) and Y to (Y+AY), it is not equal to
+   j~.   It is equal to the total quantity of cloth exported
by the reparations-receiving country plus the quantity bought
with the reparations-paying country's exports, in discharge of
reparations, divided by the reparations-paying country's exports
of linen : namely,     *      *    .    What is the relation between
X + AX 4- IRi         X
— ^ — ™— and ^ ; more specifically, in what circumstances is
1 Had we been reckoning reparations as K units of linen (not R units of
cloth) the ratio of interchange would in like manner have had to be written
Y + AY-K

